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The Novel Coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) has caused a massive global outbreak, 
presenting a signifi cant public health emergency and international concern.  
Thousands of critically ill patients are dying daily. To date, there are no clinically 
approved antiviral drug available to cure the Novel Coronavirus infections.  I highly 
recommend the clinical trial of 2’,3’-dideoxyribonucleoside triphosphate (ddNTPs, 
except ddTTP)  to be used for the Novel Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) antiviral 
therapy. The Coronavirus replication in vivo could be inhibited immediately by 
very low concentration of ddUTP that is based on the Sager DNA sequencing 
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technique.  Since the RNA of Coronavirus replication could be faster than host 
cells, ddUTP could give priority to virus rather than to host cells.  Research and 
discussion of using concentration of ddUTP, time of ddUTP rejection, for the most 
severe cases are necessary to perform the clinic trial.  Predictably, it should cause 
a toxic reaction to cells and organs in patients, even inducing patients’ shack. 
Saving lives should be our utmost priority and it is necessary to process the 
valuable clinic trial immediately! 
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